
Interview with Emmanuel 
Owor 
 
The artist of the Weltbaustelle Coesfeld talks about the 
artwork, which he constructed together with Norbert 
Then, located on the premises of the educational facility 
Kolping Bildungsstätte. 
 
 
Why did you decide to support the project “Weltbaustellen NRW”? 

First of all, the idea, vision and mission of this project is so very beautiful and its 
beautiful in a way that it includes 
such important topics like the 
environment among other great 
goals. This project supports the 
things that touches us, it 
advocates for one world, it’s an 
equality project, it includes 
education, environment and those 
are the things I always, always 
loved to be part of. I want to be 
part of this movement, this big 
movement in the world, to create 
one big family 

 

Have you ever heard about SDGs before this project? 

Yes I heard about SDGs, because I like researching and reading online and before I 
moved to work on our art work, I knew that SDGs stands for sustainable development 
goals. It talks about how we can use what the world has given us sustainably and 
tackles some areas like education, health, peace among others. Those are the things 
that capture the big picture. If we put them together, we can make the world a better 
place. 

 

When was your first time to approach a political subject with your art? 



My first time to approach a political subject with my art work was last year, 2018 in 

May. I met a presidential candidate in Uganda, we discussed a lot on how we could 

use art to change the  society we live in today. Unfortunately, I lost contact with them 

now. 

 

Which problems do you address in your artwork? 

I address the following problems in my artwork: politically I emphasize freedom. Then 

in the work I did with Norbert, we address the same  problems that the SDGs are 

trying to solve which means Education, peace, equality, unity. From all that is 

Religious equality and unity for the different churches, gender equality and above all 

the Environment. 

 

Why did you decide to focus on this topic? 

 

 We decided to focus on these topics because they are the same thing the SDGs are 

trying to solve. We twisted it a bit to make it visible and to be honest, the UN SDGs 

were the topics that run in my mind everyday, because I see them happening and I 

always wanted them to be solved. For example, the topic of education… I have seen 

many people failing to go and attend schools due to various reasons and I have always 

wanted that those people should get the same opportunities as anyone else around 

the globe. I am so glad the UN SDGs through Welbaustellen und Kolping came to the 

rescue of my feelings for the rest of the world...I love this. 

 

Have you experienced something 
that is connected to the topic of 
your artwork?  

Yes of course I have experienced a 

lot of things connected to my art 

work,,,most notably on education 

and equity of the laws that's why I 

would dedicate my studies and life 

fighting to solve issues on those 

two areas respectively. 

 

Which symbols, materials and colors did you use in your artwork? 

 

We used a lot of symbols among others religious symbols, health,peace and the rest 
that we designed and installed to mean the things as the SDGs. The materials we used 



includes metal pipes, wires,woods, metal plates and about the colors… we discussed 
to use some but time was not enough to make all those ideas come to life. 

 

What do you want to evoke in the spectators with your artwork? What kind of 

impact do you want it to have on the spectators 

 

First of all, we wanted to make those signs visible for everyone to see them. By going 

closer, they will see messages that need ones attention in order for them to know 

about the installation and for it to create an impact on them. The impact we want is to 

show the spectators the image of the new one world where everything is possible: 

education for everyone, good health for everyone, equity for everyone among others. 

 

What was the best part of the design and construction process? 

The best part of the design was the idea of 

water drops from the metallic ball installed on 

the top center of the art work and the tree 

planted in the ground centre of the art work 

and how the two parts connects to each other. 

Here I mean the water in the metallic ball drops 

directly on the plant (Ginko) which is a symbol 

of life and I also wanted to admit that my best 

part of the construction was the beautiful BIG 

hearted men and women who contributed 

towards seeing that we achieved our mission in 

finishing the work, I don't want to mention 

names here 

 

What was the worst part of the design and 

construction process? 

 

Honestly, there was no worst part of the design or construction process. Everything 

was to the point, though the weather got a bit cold and led to delay in finishing the 

work. Otherwise everything was super. Above alI, l personally enjoyed the love and 

care you guy's showed me, it’s a great sign of what we are all fighting to achieve. 

 

Was the design and construction process exhausting? 

 



Yes, a bit exhausting. It was not so easy to put all the great ideas we had and turn 

them into something you could see and touch...a lot of brain work and physical work 

was added to make the installation speaks the language we and the all world want. 

 

Did you change something about the artwork during the construction process? 

 

We change a few things because every day of our work we could see new ideas to 

add on to the ones we initially had. 

 

Did the art process change the way you perceive the 

topic? 

 

The art work change a lot on how I see the world, but 

honestly I had these things (ideas of the SDGs running 

in my blood) in my mind. So producing it as an art piece 

was a mind blowing turning point for me. 

 

What other types of art would you propose for such a 

project?  

 

In my own opinion, I would still stick to the same form 

of art work we did, because I see new things in it every day from just a look of its 

picture. I would maybe suggest for another materials like bamboo for the next project 

but the same art form. 

 

What will be your next project? 

 

Personally I would run an Art and Education center in my village and continue to 

sensitize the world on how we can improve livelihoods ,environmental sustainability 

among others. And create the same art work at my school one day, but I will also be 

very willing to participate again in any programs from that side. 

 

Would you like to do something similar again, in the future? 

 

Yes, with all my heart I do! 

 

 


